
Quilt-as-you-go Bib Tutorial 

To make the cute bib pictured here cut a piece of fabric 

(backing) and piece of fusible fleece 11 inches by 16 inches. Lay the backing aside for now.  

Cut a 5X11 inch piece of fabric and iron it to the fusible side of the fleece being careful NOT 

to touch your iron to the fusible. Mark 

quilting lines about 1 inch apart.  I like Frixion markers that disappear with a warm iron.  

Straight stitch down each line from top to bottom each row.  Next cut another strip of 

fabric 7X11inches and place it right side down on top of the quilted piece and line up the 

top edges.  Stitch across all layers using a 3/8 inch seam allowance. 



 

Now flip it up and press it down to the fusible fleece. 

     

 I used my wave ruler to mark my next quilting line, but you could make a zig zag or even a 

straight line across the fabric.  

  

Take it to your machine and stitch through all layers along the marked line. 



Cut another piece of fabric 4X11 inches, align it with the top edge if the last piece you just 

quilted and stitch through all layers using a 3/8 inch seam allowance, just like before. 

 

Flip it up and press it down.  I did not quilt this piece since it is so small.  Now is the time to 

add any machine embroidery like monogramming or a cute applique. 

 Just hoop a sticky back stabilizer and 

press the quilted piece in place and stitch.  Remove the project from the hoop and tear 

away excess stabilizer from the back. 

Take it to your work table and using your marker and your favorite bib pattern (I like the 

one from www.sew4home.com) trace around the bib on the WRONG side of your backing 

fabric piece. 

http://www.sew4home.com/


  Stitch around this line leaving a 3 inch opening on the 

side at your machine using regular sewing thread.  Trim around the bib leaving about ¼ 

inch outside the stitching line EXCEPT at the 3 inch opening!!!  Here you need to leave 

about 1/2 inch. 

 

Turn the bib right side out through the opening.  Turn the exposed seam ends in even with 

the edge of the bib and press. 



  Whip stitch the opening closed.  Fusible web might help hold it in place while you do this 

step.  Almost done… 

Now, take the bib to the machine and edgestitch all the way around the bib about 3/8 

inches.  

  

Put snaps on the bib ends (I like Snap  Setter) and the bib is DONE! 



 

 

  

 


